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Agenda

1. The Value and Concerns about ADUs

2. The Need for an ADU Strategy

3. Tour of an ADU Ecosystem Strategy Map

4. The Community Strategy Engagement Accelerator (CSEA)

5. Q & A



The Need to Increase Housing Supply



A Crisis for Employers, Schools, and Local Governments 

Housing 
Shortage

Worker shortages often 
driven by the lack of 
suitable housing.

Schools struggle to find and 
keep teachers.

A “Eviction Industry” drives 
the vulnerable to 
homelessness.

Sales tax revenue declines 
as money is drained from 
the local economy.

Empty houses owned by 
speculators cause 
neighborhood problems.

Absentee landlords neglect 
properties.



The Changing Nature of Homelessness in the U.S.

• In 1990, among unhoused single adults without children, the percentage 
older than 50 was 11%

Today, that number is nearly 50%

Dr. Margot Kushel, director of UCSF’s Center for Vulnerable Populations



The Changing Nature of Homelessness in the U.S.

About half of these 
people over 50 had never 
been homeless before.
Dr. Margot Kushel, director of UCSF’s Center for 
Vulnerable Populations

Dennis Culhane, professor of social 
policy at the University of Pennsylvania

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/more-seniors-are-
becoming-homeless-and-experts-say-the-trend-is-likely-to-worsen

These are rarely people with an addiction

Mainly driven by a lack of money, not 
serious mental health problems

Disproprotionally affect BIPOC seniors 
who had barriers to building savings for 
retirement



Positioning of ADUs in Communication
• Not as a RESPONSE to homelessness (or even homeless seniors)

• People tend to think of stereotypical homeless people and don’t want them in their neighborhoods 
• People tend to think of tiny houses built for homeless people (often 120 to 200 sq. ft.)

• Rather, as Proactive PREVENTION of seniors becoming homeless
• We need more small, senior-optimized housing units that seniors on fixed incomes can afford
• These can be very nice 400 sq. ft. to 800 sq. ft units that increase property values

• A good STRATEGY to support the right kind of housing options is not costly
• Very little taxpayer subsidy
• Leverage existing infrastructure (roads, fire department, etc.) 
• Generates wealth for existing homeowners and can cause property values to rise.



There are very few “Starter Homes”

High rents make it hard to save for home ownership

It’s generally more PROFITABLE 
to build BIG houses



The Housing Supply is not Matching the Needs

Data Source: 2015 American Housing Survey, U.S. Census Bureau
Graphic: AARP Report, “Making Room: Housing for a Changing America” 2019

Homes become unsafe for aging residents



Data Source: 2015 American Housing Survey, U.S. Census Bureau
Graphic: AARP Report, “Making Room: Housing for a Changing America” 2019

= 87.5%

= 12.5%

Shortage of Small Housing Options



A Core Message

Our Communities and neighborhoods 
need more small housing options –
especially housing that can be owned to 
begin building wealth rather than 
enriching investors and landlords.

ADUs built on existing lots, using existing infrastructure, 
are the most economical option



The Impact of Zoning on the Supply of Housing

“It is illegal on 75 percent of the 
residential land in many American 
cities to build anything other than 
a detached single-family home.”

June 18, 2019   New York Times
Cities Start to Question the American Ideal: A House with a Yard on Every Lot



Conflict over UpZoning Residential Neighborhoods

NIMBY YIMBY

“Gentle Densification”

Neighbors for More 
Neighbors

“Protect or property values!” 

“Maintain our quality of life.” 

“Keep crime and poverty out of our 
neighborhoods.”

“Allow ADUs and Duplexes!” 

“Expand housing options that are 
affordable.” 

“Support equity; Redress racism”



Risks and Benefits of ADUs

How ADUs could create problems How ADUs could create benefits

Cheap “shacks” undermine the 
character of the neighborhoods

Long-time residents can grow older in 
their neighborhoods, living in a senior-
friendly ADU.

“Slumlords” add ADUs on their rental 
properties and cycle through a series of bad 
characters—increasing crime, drug use, and 
other problems.

Increased residents with cars cause 
parking problems.

“Essential workers” and lower-income 
workers can live in the city where they work.

Home ownership becomes possible due 
to rental income from an ADU.

Kids can afford to live near their 
parents—building wealth in an ADU



Allowing ADUs is not a Strategy for Success

Minneapolis

Several years of allowing and 
easing restrictions on ADUs. 

Between 2014 and 2022…

A total of 176 ADU Permits 
issued

Change the Zoning to 
make ADUs legal and 
HOPE it works out well.

A typical approach… 



Poll 1





Deep Dive Day on ADUs  (Morning Schedule)



Resource Page  (Please fill out Survey)



Common ADU Scenarios

• Landlord with a Rental Property Adds an ADU and rents it out.
• Adds a small, rental unit to the market (increases supply)  -- more affordable than a large unit

• New unit is likely to be healthier (e.g. asthma), safer (for seniors) and more energy efficient

• “Gentle densification” enhances use of roads, infrastructure, etc. 

• Homeowner adds ADU to their lot and rents the ADU.
• Added revenue stream for homeowner (builds self-sufficiency) 

• Builds wealth due to appreciation of house + ADU

• Adds a small, market-rate housing unit to the market (relatively affordable) without subsidy

• Homeowner adds ADU to their lot, moves into the ADU, and rents out their main house
• ADU can be senior-optimized (and part of a care coordination network with services)

• Adds a larger house to the market—with lower demand for wood, labor and other resources

• Creates a “starter home” opportunity for a family with opportunity for “sweat equity”



Creative ADU Ownership Options 

• Lot-Split: Homeowner sells part of the lot to someone who builds an ADU on it and 
owns the ADU and lot.

• Lot-Lease Contract:  Homeowner leases part of their lot for an Owned ADU

• Two-Unit Condo Association



Combine ADU with a CLT 

• ADU is added to a lot owned by a CLT and rented to create added revenue for CLT

• ADU is added to a lot owned by a CLT with a CLT Lot Lease and ADU owned by 
occupant

• ADU added to CLT Lot and is owned by a Housing Non-profit (rent share with 
homeowner on CLT)



“Granny Flats” (and Grandkid Flats)

• Adult Child ads ADU for an aging parent

• Adult Child—perhaps with spouse and child(ren)—move into parents’ backyard

• Grandchild builds an ADU on grandparent’s property



Developing a Positive Neighborhood Strategy

• Proactively support housing that builds the wealth of residents rather than extracting 
wealth to distant investors.

• Enable housing options that encourage stability, social connections, and safety.

• Improve the neighborhood’s ability to maintain the infrastructure.

• Enable housing to support upward economic mobility, rather than just trying to keep 
poor people out of the neighborhood. 

• Allow ADUs to be purchased like “starter homes”

• Take proactive steps to minimize the potential negatives



Lots of Obstacles to ADU Success Stories

Financing

Appraisals

Parking 
Regulations

Setback 
Regulations

Code 
Compliance

Refinancing 
Issues

Lender 
Confusion

Insurance

Utilities

Bureaucracy Zoning 
Restrictions



Forthcoming Federal “Assists” for ADUs

• FHA loans should soon allow 50% of projected ADU rental income to count as 
qualifying income

• 203(k) rehabilitation loans should soon be allowed value the property with the added 
ADU

• Value of ADU should soon be include in the home value for refinancing

• Freddie Mac ruling changes will allow ADUs in more situations (adding to a duplex)

• Government supporting education of lenders, appraisers, landlords and  homebuyers



Biden’s Housing Supply Action Plan 
Passed:  

• Reward jurisdictions that have reformed zoning and land-use policies.

• Encouraging use of CDBG for local acquisition and local sales to owner-occupants and mission-
driven entities.

• Ensure that more government-owned supply of homes and other housing goes to owners who 
will live in them – or non-profits who will rehab them – not large institutional investors.

Proposed:  

• Unlocking Possibilities Program

• Scaling Up ADUs and piloting ADU and home renovation financing tools.



New: Local Housing Policy Grant Program

• Omnibus Spending bill passed in February 2023 allocated $85 million to HUD for a new 
grant program to local governments

• An evolution of the bi-partisan “Housing Supply and Affordability Act” 

• Details still being worked out… but most likely, it will 

• A competitive grant program to fund local strategy and planning to address zoning and other 
regulatory barriers that block or limit ADUs and otherwise restrict the housing supply.

• Will favor local coalitions that have a strategy with broad community buy-in

• Now is the time to get to work on your local housing coalition and strategy!



Strategy Mapping

Upgrading from a Theory of Change to 
A Theory of Transformation

OMTA Model

Objectives
Measures
Targets
Actions

A powerful upgrade from 
SMART Objectives 

Two Integrated Concepts



Peer-Reviewed Article Showcases Strategy Mapping



Bill Barberg, President & Founder

A Strategy Map 
Template for 

Increasing ADUs

A Population Health Learning Collaborative Webinar

Bill Barberg



Structure of a Strategy Map

Increase the Building of ADUs

Increase Income 
for Homeowners

Reduce the Cost of Building 
ADUs

Address Zoning & Code 
Issues
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Expand and Strengthen the Coalition 
to Build Capacity and Relationships

Expand and Diversify Sources of 
Funding for Increasing ADUs



Benefits of Strategy Maps

A way to develop and communicate a “system thinking” approach 

A Framework to “Co-Align” the efforts of many organizations 
that support the desired changes

It allows different organizations to focus on what they are best 
at—be part of team

A communication tool to get (and keep) people on the same page

A structure to organize strategic measures and dynamic action plans



Aligns with the NAPA Recommendations

• Recommendations for OMB as well
as federal and state agencies/programs

• Encourages Strategy Mapping

• Links to a Video by Bill Barberg



Growing Momentum for Strategy Mapping

January 2023



Poll 2



Strategy for Increasing ADUs

Increase the Building of ADUs

Increase Income 
for Homeowners

Increase Wealth-Building 
Opportunities
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Increase Supply of Small, 
Affordable Rental Units

Increase Good Housing 
Options for Seniors

Increase Gentle 
Density

Expand and Strengthen the Coalition 
to Build Capacity and Relationships

Expand and Diversify Sources of 
Funding for Increasing ADUs

Improve Infrastructure to Enhance 
Co-Alignment and Collaboration

Improve Awareness & 
Understanding of ADUs

Reduce the Cost of 
Building ADUs

Improve Rental Mgmt 
Process Support

Improve Financing & 
Funding Options for ADUs

Address Zoning & 
Code Issues

Increase Telehealth 
and Assisted Living 
Support Services



Zoom: Reduce the Cost of Building ADUs
Increase the Building of ADUs

Reduce the Cost of 
Building ADUs
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Expand and Strengthen the Coalition 
to Build Capacity and Relationships

Expand and Diversify Sources of 
Funding for Increasing ADUs

Improve Infrastructure to Enhance 
Co-Alignment and Collaboration

Freely Share Designs 
& Plans for ADUs

Pre-Approve Plans for 
Code Compliance

Streamline Approval 
and Other Processes

Use SIPs and Modular
Building Systems

Increase Manufactured 
ADUs

Increase Opportunities for 
DIY and “Sweat Equity”

Minimize Local Fees, Taxes 
& Utility Costs

Coordinate Site Prep 
Component Construction

Leverage Time Exchange 
& Tool Libraries

Collaborate with Schools & 
Workforce Development 

Programs

Leverage Bulk Purchasing 
of Materials & Appliances

Engage Volunteers















Partner with your Local Health Department or City Government and 
use Workforce Development dollars



Bill Barberg

Chapter 22:
“Implementing 
Population Health 
Strategies”

Michael Quinn 
Patton



Liz Weaver

Co-CEO and Director 
of the Learning Center

David Stroh



Divide the Work and Share the Outputs

• Different teams will work on different parts of a strategy map

• Use a common process so everyone understands the outputs

• Search for, create and share time-saving toolkits and strategy details

• Share details in a wiki or other sharing platforms

Minimize Re-inventing the Wheel without forcing One-Size-Fits-All 



Improvements from the ARRCC Action Network

• Extended to 12 months

• Adopt consulting practices in workshops (gather information)

• Consulting help each month
• Helping to recruit and on-board partners
• Helping to refine content from workshops
• Helping find promising practices, toolkits, and technologies
• Refining content among peer cohorts 

More than teaching…  Were HELPING you with your Housing Strategy



“That seems like a lot of work!”

• Responding to people becoming homeless is a LOT MORE work

• Responding to the economic decline when external investors buy up 
houses is a LOT MORE work

• Attempting to do something all on your own is a LOT MORE work

A proactive strategy is the “Ounce of Prevention” and a 
key to a prospering community. 



The Cost of Participating in the CSEA-23

Includes an All-Access Pass for all 5 
Deep Dive Days of the HSS

Set up your community to get hundreds of thousands of dollars via the 
Local Housing Policy Grant program.



‒ Fill out the survey to get the additional resources

‒ Share the webinar recording and resources with the appropriate 
people in your community

‒ Sign up for the July 10 webinar on the CSEA-23 Program details

‒ Make plans to participate in the CSEA-23 Program in August

‒ Contact Elizabeth.Gallagher@insightformation.com to stay 
updated on the other programs and webinars 

Next Steps?

mailto:Elizabeth.Gallagher@insightformation.com
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